Evaluation of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Microphysics single moment class-3 and class-6 in Precipitation Forecast
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Abstract. In this study, the performance of two different Microphysics Scheme options in Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model were evaluated for estimating the precipitation forecast. The schemes WRF single moment class-3 (WSM-3) and single moment class-6 (WSM-6) were employed to produce the minimum, medium and maximum precipitation for the selected events over the Kuantan River Basin (KRB). The obtained simulated results were compared with the observed data from eight different rainfall gauging stations. The results comparison indicate that WRF model provides better forecasting at some rainfall stations for minimum and medium rainfall events but did not produce good result during maximum rainfall overall. The WSM-6 scheme is found to produce better result compared to WSM-3. The study also found that to acquire accurate precipitation results, it is also required to test some other physics scheme parameterization to enhance the model performance.

1 Introduction

The new generation Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is the collaborative product of National Central of Atmospheric Research (NCAR) the mesoscale division, the national environmental prediction and forecast system lab (FSL) of Nation Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), the Department of Defence’s Airforce Weather Agency (AFWA) and the Centre for Analysis and Prediction of Storms (CAPS) from the University of Oklahoma and the contribution of number of research scientists along with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The model is designed for both operational forecasting and weather research [1].

The WRF model is suitable for broad spectrum forecasting applications ranging from meters to thousands of kilometre. WRF contains many configured physics schemes to be easily implemented by the model user which include the advantages such as economical computation, existing default parameters, and relatively large spatial resolution grid. The offered numerous physics schemes in WRF are varies from simple to more sophisticate and computationally costly [2]. The physical schemes in WRF play a crucial role in WRF modelling. The parameterization of the schemes typically depends on the objective of the experiment design and the features of study area. The definition of parameterization refers to the process of selecting required parameters for a specific model. Besides that, parameterization in WRF also describes the phenomena occurs at sub grid scale. A significant amount of research has been conducted to evaluate the influence of physics parameterization and sensitivity of WRF in meteorological scenarios [3-8]. The parameterization of schemes is an important aspect related to the model forecasting accuracy. The blending of schemes depends on the domain of the research selection.

Since the last decades, a broad spectrum of physical parameterization schemes have been executed in weather models. Every scheme was developed based on different criteria which serve as a key source to identify the model's constraint and inaccuracies [9]. However, to define the optimum parameterization of every physics schemes is a highly difficult task as the number of these schemes have been increasing. Hence, this paper aims to to evaluate the performance two available Microphysics scheme options; single moment class-3 (WSM-3) and single moment class-6 (WSM-6) to determine the physical characteristic of precipitation with in the clouds.

1.1 Microphysics Scheme WSM class-3 and WSM class-6

Microphysics scheme plays a vital role in clouds, climate, and climatic models. It is used to regulate the process of water vapour and the formation of raindrops, hail and snow inside or outside the clouds [10]. It is also used to determine the type, size, and distribution of precipitation. The scheme is essentially required to attain accurate rainfall simulation output. Currently, the WRF system is supporting 13 microphysics options which range from simple to more complex physical options depending upon the criteria of a model designed and area
topography. In order to determine the physical characteristics of precipitation WRF Microphysics parameterization can be applied by simple scheme single moment class or advance scheme double moment [11].

The single moment scheme uses as a single prediction equation for each moment of precipitation to determine the particle size distribution. Whereas, the double moment is used to regulate the number and concentration of double moment of precipitation with an additional process; to determine the influence of aerosol on clouds [12]. The single moment WSM-3 is a basic simple option which has clouds formation by considering three states of water namely cloud water, ice water and rainwater [13]. This scheme is computationally efficient and simple suitable for meso-scale grid. On the other hand, The WSM-6 scheme is suitable for high resolution grid. The scheme class-6 has ice, snow, and rain with the extended association of graupel processes. The scheme is also suitable to use for cloud resolving grids [14].

2. Material & Method

2.1. Description of Study Area

Kuantan River Basin (KRB) is the one of most important river basin located at the north east end of Pahang state in the peninsular Malaysia. KRB with the catchment area of 1630 km² starts from Sg. Lembing passing through Kuantan city and ends at the South China Sea. KRB has tropical climatic condition. The area has experienced massive precipitation during the period of north east monsoon season from October to March which caused spilling over of river and produce floods. Additionally the Kuantan River is the main source of water supply in that region.

2.2. Data and Design of Experiment

In this study, the observed daily precipitation data records were obtained from the Department of Drainage and Irrigation (DID) Kuantan. The dataset was used to validate the accuracy of WRF model precipitation forecast at eight different rainfall gauging stations. The performance of the selected two microphysics options in the model was evaluated by comparing the simulated precipitation with gauged rainfall data for three different events. The selection of events and categorization of precipitation was based on minimum, medium and maximum recorded rainfall. The study has chosen 10th Jan 2012 as the minimum received rainfall, whereas, the rainfall events on 11th and 12th Jan 2012 set as medium and maximum precipitation respectively. WRF model version 3.01 was setup the with horizontal outer domain of grid resolution at 36km (d01), inner domain (d02) at 12km resolution and domain (d03) at 4km resolution grid, as shown in Fig.2. The Peninsular Malaysia is covered at 12km grid resolution. The boundary condition for all the simulation used in this study was 1° x 1° re-analysis data from the National Centre for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Final Analysis (FNL). In total 6 simulations were conducted for both microphysics schemes (WSM-3 and WSM-6) with combination of other selected physics options for the study as shows in the given table (1).
3. Results

The impact of two-available microphysics schemes in WRF model were tested for three different rainfall scenarios. Fig.3 shows the simulated precipitation which was conducted for minimum rainfall event on 10th Jan 2012 at different gauging stations. The result indicates that WRF model estimate uncertain forecasting values at different gauge locations. In comparison to the WSM-6, the scheme WSM-3 overestimated the rainfall at station Paya Besar, Kg. Sg Soi and Pulau Manis and lowest rainfall produced at Rumah Pam. However, both the scheme produced significantly rain accuracy at Ladang Kuala Raman compared to the observed rain.

In the in case of medium rainfall event on 11th Jan 2012 as shown in Fig.4. The simulated rainfall from WSM-3 produced slightly higher rain rate at stations Paya Besar and JPS Negeri Pahang. However, for the other stations both the WSM-3 and WSM-6 schemes have underestimated rainfall compared to the observed.

Fig 5. Shows the maximum predicted precipitation values from the model, simulated for the date 12th Jan 2012. The performance of the WRF model seems to be not satisfactory in producing heavy precipitation forecast. Although the schemes WSM-3 and WSM-6 shows the same pattern of forecasting but both the schemes did not produce compatible precipitation result to the observed for all the rainfall stations. Despite the fact, the microphysics scheme WSM-6 was found to produce the slightly substantial level of performance in all simulations output compared to WSM-3.

4. Discussion

Considering all three rainfall scenarios, It found the microphysics scheme single moment class 6 (WSM-6) parameterized with other given physics option in WRF is able to produce better result in simulating minimum and medium precipitation events. Nevertheless, this scheme parameterization cannot be employed for all rainfall station as shown in the results. This may cause by the variation in topographic characteristics and atmospheric properties at certain stations. Therefore, it is necessary to test other model physics options to find the best suitable combination of parameterized scheme for the area. With regards to the model underestimation in simulating heavy rainfall, there has been numerous influenced factors which play key role to the WRF model accuracy. For instance, the selection of domain size, down scaling of lateral boundary conditions as well as the parameterization of appropriate physics scheme options, topographic features and climatic condition of the region.

This study tested the effects of two microphysics options WSM-3 and WSM-6 over the WRF model performance. For that reason, model simulations results found to be uncertain and inappropriate to produce precipitation forecast. Therefore, to obtain better WRF performance, it is also important to consider other influential model factors as discussed.
5. Conclusion

Microphysics scheme plays a vital role in atmospheric science. It has the significant role to deal with process of vapour, clouds and precipitation. In other words, microphysics scheme is one the responsible factor to produce rainfall. WRF model has available 13 microphysics options which are used to determine the formation, distribution and concentration of vapours, rain/snow, ice and clouds. This study was aimed to determine the precipitation forecast pattern of WRF model at Kuantan River employed by two simple options of microphysics single class (WSM-3 and WSM-6). The model was designed to simulate three different events to produced minimum, medium and maximum rate of rainfall. The event 10th Jan2012 was selected for minimum precipitation whereas, 11th Jan 2012 and 12th Jan 2012 events were selected for medium and maximum precipitation respectively. The result was validated from the observed rainfall at eight rainfall stations. From the study outcomes, it can be conclude that although microphysics Scheme WSM-6 showed better performance compared to the WSM-3 but it still produced uncertainties in results at different rainfall stations. However for the maximum precipitation forecast, both the schemes provided underestimate precipitation forecast. Considering the outcome of the study, it is cautious to state the exact performance of both schemes in forecasting heavy precipitation. This is because the study was focused on very specific objective. Therefore, more experiments are required to conduct considering other model factors including different physics option parameterizations, appropriate boundary condition and grid resolution to enhance the WRF model accuracy.
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